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Laser frequency stabilization is essential for interferometric gravitational-wave detectors to attain
their target sensitivity. We have designed a multistage laser frequency stabilization system which has
been applied in the development of the TAMA 300 gravitational-wave detector in Japan. The control
topology consisting of two cascaded loops were employed to secure high feedback gain and reliable
detector operation and thus allow the best frequency stability and uninterrupted long-term
observation. We achieved simultaneously a frequency stability of 531025 Hz/AHz, and a
common-mode rejection ratio~which reduces the coupling of frequency noise to spurious signals in
the detector! of 37 dB. The developed system enabled us to operate TAMA 300 with sufficient
sensitivity and stability that it had the potential to register gravitational-wave events. The system
was confirmed to be suitable for a gravitational-wave detector from the observation run of TAMA
300. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1597958#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Direct detection of gravitational waves~GWs! is confi-
dently expected in the first decade of this century. The de
tion will open a new window to observe the universe a
create the field of GW astronomy. Several projects to bu
interferometric GW detectors are underway throughout
world.1–4 The fundamental configuration of most of the
detectors is a Michelson interferometer illuminated by
high-power laser, with three additional elements: Fabr
Perot arm cavities, a power-recycling system,5 and a mode
cleaner.6 These additional elements increase the detector
sitivity by amplification of the GW signals and reduction
photon shot noise.

The detector sensitivity should be eventually limited
seismic noise, thermal noise, and shot noise. The other n
must be sufficiently suppressed below the goal sensitiv
Among them, laser frequency noise appears in the dete
sensitivity coupling with the unavoidable asymmetries of
interferometer such as deviation from resonance and m
match of the arm cavities. The required frequency stability
typically over 120 dB higher than the stability of a fre
running laser. A highly stable frequency reference a
feedback-control system are necessary to realize the
quency stability required.

A high-finesse optical cavity consisting of a rigid spac
between mirrors makes a stable frequency reference. M
experiments for prestabilization of the laser frequency h
been demonstrated with such rigid cavities.7–10 Mode clean-
ers with separately suspended mirrors have also been us
a frequency discriminator in a few studies,11,12which possess
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higher stability than the rigid cavities in the observation ba
of GW signals. These demonstrations have shown exce
performance as elements of a system of the frequency s
lization, however, a complete feedback-control topolo
suitable for actual detectors has not been addressed.
Fabry–Perot arm cavities in the interferometer can also se
as an ultimate frequency reference, since they are highly
lated from seismic motion. Laser frequency stabilization
ing one arm cavity and appropriate global feedback topolo
was reported by Kawamuraet al.13 However, the design and
development of a high-performance feedback-control sys
using the common-motion signal of the arm cavities is n
essary for applicability to detectors using the configurat
outlined above.

In this article, we present a multistage laser frequen
stabilization system for a GW detector. The system was
signed considering the practicalities of an interferometric
tector and the attainment of the required frequency stabi
The system design was actually applied to the developm
of the laser frequency stabilization system for an interfe
metric GW detector with 300 m baseline length~TAMA 300!
at the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
Tokyo.4 The system was found to be suitable for advanc
interferometric GW detectors such as LCGT14 from the ob-
servation run of TAMA 300.

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF A LASER FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION SYSTEM FOR A GRAVITATIONAL
WAVE DETECTOR

The conceptual design of the laser frequency stabili
tion system we proposed for GW detectors is illustrated
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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4178 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 9, September 2003 Nagano et al.
Fig. 1. A multistage frequency stabilization system is e
ployed in the design. It is a control topology consisting
two or more cascaded feedback loops. In this design,
system comprises two cascaded loops: a mode cleaner~MC!
servo loop and common-mode cavity length (L1) servo
loop. The main role of the MC servo loop is to stabilize t
frequency of the light leaving the mode cleaner cavity. T
frequency stability of the light transmitted through the mo
cleaner is further improved by theL1 servo loop using the
interferometer as a frequency discriminator. Although
Fabry–Perot–Michelson interferometer configuration is
sumed here, our design can be easily adapted to a po
recycled Fabry–Perot–Michelson interferometer as e
ployed in current detectors.1,2,4

Such a frequency stabilization system has several ad
tages for the operation of the detector and the achieveme
the frequency-noise level required: simplicity of the syste
distribution of the higher attainable feedback gain to t
cascaded loops, and elimination of the feedback path to
interferometer.

A simple system is preferable for reliable operation
the GW detector. Using a rigid cavity in the prestabilizati
loop would give better frequency stability below several
and expectation of easier lock acquisition of the cavity w
suspended mirrors, at the price of additional complexity
the control topology. However, long-term stabilization ov
1s is not significant for GW detection and the stability of t
free-running laser is high enough to acquire lock of the mo
cleaner, thus no rigid cavity need be used in our design.

High feedback gain is required to attain the desired f
quency stability. However, the control bandwidth cannot
increased enough to allow the necessary gain when the
quency fluctuation is directly stabilized with the resona
frequency of the Fabry–Perot arm cavities in the interfero
eter, because the control bandwidth is restricted by the f
spectral range~FSR! of the cavity. The two cascaded fee
back loops can avoid this limitation. Spurious feedback pa
can also limit the attainable feedback gain.13 The use of
electro-optic modulators~EOMs! placed after the mode
cleaner causes a spurious feedback path associated wit
larization modulation.15 It can be circumvented using a fee
around technique which is to sum the error signal of
second stage into that of the first stage. This is often e
ployed in the multistage stabilization systems to expand

FIG. 1. Conceptual design of a laser frequency stabilization system f
gravitational-wave detector. PD: photodiode, EOM: electro-optical mod
tor, and V: voltage signal.
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control bandwidth without using EOMs for phas
correction.13,16

The feedback path to the interferometer is eliminated
our design to give adequate sensitivity for GW detectio
This strategy avoids the contamination of the differenti
motion signal of the arm cavities (dL2) by the error signal
of the L1 servo loop. The coil-magnet actuators attached
the mirror of the arm cavities inevitably apply slightly di
ferent forces for the same coil current. The error signal of
L1 servo loop, which is fed back to the interferomete
couples with the imbalances of the actuator resulting in no
in the dL2 signal.

III. DESIGN OF MULTISTAGE LASER FREQUENCY
STABILIZATION FOR TAMA 300

The goal sensitivity of TAMA 300 in the first observa
tion phase ish51.7310221/AHz in the observation band
~150–450 Hz!. A Fabry–Perot–Michelson interferometer
operated without the power recycling technique in this pha
The frequency noise of the light illuminating the interferom
eter must be suppressed below 531025 Hz/AHz to achieve
the goal sensitivity, since the common-mode rejection ra
~CMRR! of the interferometer is expected to be 40 dB. T
frequency noise is required to be stabilized to
31024 Hz/AHz using the mode cleaner, subsequently
noise of light transmitted through the mode cleaner is furt
stabilized in the interferometer below the goal sensitivity.
this section, we describe in detail how the above concep
design was adapted to meet the TAMA 300 requirements

A. Control topology

A block diagram of the multistage frequency stabiliz
tion system for TAMA300 is shown in Fig. 2. There are tw
cascaded feedback loops: the MC servo loop and theL1

servo loop.
The Pound–Derever–Hall technique is used to extr

the control signal of the laser frequency in the MC ser
loop.17 The technique is represented by a set of blocks c
sisting of a discriminator~a triangle with ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’
inputs!, a cavity pole (Cmc), and a frequency-voltage con
verter (Dmc). The cavity pole is defined asCmc5@1
1s/vmc#

21, wheres is the Laplace frequency variable, an
vmc is the half width at half maximum of the cavity reso
nance in rad/s. The frequency–voltage converter repres
the optoelectronic gain of the detection system. Although
error signal of the MC servo loop (VdemImc) is shown as fed
back to the laser along only one feedback path (F feedback),
the actual feedback system is composed of three path
realize a wideband control as explained in Sec. IV.

The frequency of the light transmitted through the mo
cleaner (F transmitted) is compared with the resonant frequen
of the Fabry–Perot arm cavity (F int). Here, the Pound–
Drever–Hall method is modeled in the same manner as
the MC servo, as a set of blocks consisting of a discrimi
tor, an arm cavity pole filter (Cint), and a frequency–voltage
converter (D int). The demodulation-voltage signal (VdL1

) is
fed back to the two points: the coil-magnet actuator attac
to the end mirror of the mode cleaner, and the error poin

a
-
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of the laser
frequency stabilization system fo
TAMA300. C: cavity pole, D:
frequency–voltage converter, H:
voltage–frequency converter,E: filter
amplifier, F: frequency,G: E3H, V:
voltage,s: Laplace frequency variable
andvmc : half width at half maximum
of the mode cleaner.
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the MC servo loop. The low frequency components of
VdL1

signal are filter-amplified by electronic servos and
rected toward the mode cleaner cavity to stabilize its len
fluctuation. This is called the MC feedback path. The h
frequency components of the signal are added toVdemImc so
as to expand the control bandwidth of theL1 servo loop.
This is called the feedaround path. Note that the MC se
loop can be regarded as a ‘‘super block’’ with two inp
(VfeedaroundandFcoil) and one output (F transmitted) existing in
the L1 servo loop.

The total transfer function of theL1 servo loop (TL1
) is

the composition of two paths:

TL1
5TMCfeedback1Tfeedaround, ~1!

where TMCfeedback and Tfeedaroundare the open-loop transfe
functions of the MC feedback and feedaround path, resp
tively. They are given by

TMCfeedback5CintD intEint1EmgHmgS 2
Cmc

2 DmcGmc

11Tmc
2

sCmc

vmc
D

.2CintD intEint1EmgHmg, ~2!

Tfeedaround5CintD intEint1Eint2Tfeedaround~mc) , ~3!

whereE represents the electronic system for appropriate
tering and amplification, andH is the frequency actuator. Th
changed resonant frequency of the mode cleaner is re
duced in the frequency of the transmitted light (F transmitted)
by the function of the servo below the cavity-pole frequen
(vmc/2p) of the mode cleaner, whereas the change in
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AI
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mode cleaner resonant frequency directly affects the
quency of the transmitted light abovevmc/2p.18,19In Eq. ~2!,
the transfer function from the resonant frequency of
mode cleaner (Fcoil) to F transmitted is approximated as21.
This approximation is valid when the open-loop gain of t
MC servo loop (Tmc5CmcDmcGmc) is much larger than
unity, as it is below vmc/2p. The transfer function
(Tfeedaround~mc)) from the feedaround injection (Vfeedaround) to
F transmittedcan be written as

Tfeedaround~mc)5
2CmcGmc

11Tmc
. ~4!

This transfer function has a flat frequency response up
around the unity gain frequency of the MC servo loop so t
it can be regarded as a wideband frequency actuator. H
ever, it should be noted in respect to the servo design
only a negligible phase delay occurs below roughly one-th
of the unity gain frequency.

B. Allowable deviation of carrier frequency for rf
intensity noise reduction

Allowable deviation of the carrier frequency caused
the feedaround technique must be considered to reduc
additional radio-frequency~rf! intensity noise appearing in
the light transmitted though the mode cleaner. The inten
noise is converted to a spurious signal by the demodula
process and may preclude the shot-noise-limited operatio
the interferometer.

In TAMA 300, the phase modulation sidebands are tra
mitted through the mode cleaner by making the modulat
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Bode diagrams of the mode cleaner feedback pathTMCfeedback~left! and the feedaround pathTfeedaround~right!.
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frequency exactly equal to the FSR of the mode clea
since an EOM for phase modulation required to control
interferometer is placed before the mode cleaner to av
wave-front distortion. Additional rf intensity noise is pro
duced within the transmitted light of the mode cleaner, wh
there exists a deviation of phase modulation frequency fr
the FSR (d f ) and that of the carrier frequency from th
resonant frequency of the mode cleaner~dn!. This noise
mechanism is described in more detail in Refs. 20 and
The phase modulation frequency is controlled with the ne
tive feedback to eliminated f , whereasdn can ordinarily be
suppressed by the MC servo loop. In a prelimina
experiment,22 the allowable deviation of the carrier fre
quency had been measured to be less than 30 Hzrms in terms
of the root-mean-square~rms! value. However, the feedar
ound voltage (Vfeedaround) in theL1 servo loop shifts the lase
frequency away from the resonant frequency of the m
cleaner. This results in a deviation of the carrier frequen
(dn feedaround) given by

dn feedaround.Tfeedaround

Cmc

F laser

Tmc
1Fmc2F int

11TL1

, ~5!

where we assumeTmc is much larger than unity. Owing to
Eq. ~5!, Tfeedaround serves an important role in decreasi
dn feedaround. The rms value of thedn feedaroundneeds to be less
than 30 Hz in order to suppress the rf intensity noise whic
produced by the noise mechanism mentioned above. Th
fore this must be taken into account in our servo design.

C. Servo design

The MC servo loop had previously been designed a
developed for prestabilization of the laser frequency. It w
operated with sufficient performance to be utilized in t
multistage frequency stabilization system.12 The control
bandwidth was about 300 kHz and the open-loop gain w
more than 120 dB in the observation band. The freque
stability achieved in the MC servo loop was
31024 Hz/AHz.
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The crossover frequency between the MC feedback
feedaround path in theL1 servo loop is set to be 1 kHz
which is a trade-off between two considerations. A lo
crossover frequency results in large values ofVfeedaround, in-
creasing the rf intensity noise in the transmitted light of t
mode cleaner, whereas a higher crossover frequency ca
the excitation of the mechanical resonances of the m
cleaner mirror, which could prevent the stable operation
the system. The unity gain frequency of theL1 servo loop,
which is restricted to the feedaround path, is determined
be 20 kHz. AlthoughTfeedaround~mc) has a flat frequency de
pendence up to around the unity gain frequency of the M
servo loop, we chose the unity gain frequency because of
rapid roll-off in phase ofTfeedaround~mc) .

Figure 3 showsTMCfeedbackand Tfeedaround. The control
system was optimized using a computer simulation23

TMCfeedback is rolled off quickly above the crossover fre
quency to remove the influence of the mechanical resona
of the mirror. A notch filter at 27 kHz is also incorporate
since the mechanicalQ-value of the mirror is estimated to b
about 106. With respect to the feedaround path, the gain j
below the crossover frequency is required to roll off quick
for diminishing the rf intensity noise.TL1

is plotted in Fig. 4.
An open-loop gain of 80 dB was achieved at 300 Hz, wh
is large enough to suppress the frequency noise to the
quired level. The phase margin is approximately 50° at
unity gain frequency of 20 kHz.

Figure 5 shows the estimated deviation of the carr
frequency produced by the injection ofVfeedaround. The dot-
ted line indicates the expected frequency spectrum
dn feedaround calculated by Eq.~5!. The rms value of the
dn feedaroundwas estimated to be less than 1.1 Hzrms ~bold line!
which satisfies the empirically determined tolerance.

IV. OPERATION OF TAMA 300 WITH MULTISTAGE
FREQUENCY STABILIZATION SYSTEM

This section describes the performance of the system
implemented in TAMA 300.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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A. TAMA 300 gravitational-wave detector

The schematic diagram of TAMA 300 with the contr
topology is illustrated in Fig. 6. TAMA 300 comprises
laser, mode cleaner, and a Michelson interferometer w
Fabry–Perot arm cavities. Since a light source with high o
put power and low noise performance is required, we e
ployed an injection-locked Nd:YAG laser with an outp
power of 10 W.24 In order to remove higher modes in th
light illuminating the interferometer, an independently su
pended triangular ring cavity with a length of 9.75 m is us
as a mode cleaner.20 It also serves as a preliminary frequen
reference. The reflected light from the mode cleaner is
tected by a photodetector to obtain the control signal for
original frequency fluctuation. The signal extracted by t
Pound–Derever–Hall technique with phase modulation a
MHz is fed back to three actuators: a thermal and PZT tun

FIG. 4. Open-loop transfer function (TL1
) of theL1 servo loop. This is the

composition of the mode cleaner feedback (TMCfeedback) and feedaround path
(Tfeedaround).

FIG. 5. Calculated rms deviation of the carrier frequency~left axis! and the
expected frequency noise~right axis! estimated from the error signal of th
L1 servo. The bold line and dotted line indicate the rms deviation of
carrier frequency and the equivalent frequency spectrum of the feedar
voltage, respectively. The dashed line indicates the expected frequency
spectrum estimated from the error signal of theL1 servo.
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of the master laser and an external EOM.25 Although the
frequency of the master laser is modulated, the frequenc
the injection-locked laser follows that of the master las
within the injection-lock bandwidth.26

The phase modulation frequency for controlling the
terferometer must be made precisely equal to the FSR of
mode cleaner to allow transmission of the modulation si
bands. The control signal of the modulation frequency
extracted from the light transmitted through an end mirror
the mode cleaner.20 The signal is fed back to a voltage
controlled crystal oscillator~VCXO! for tuning the oscilla-
tion frequency to the FSR. This feedback loop compensa
for any dc offset or slowly varying deviation of the modul
tion frequency.

The Fabry–Perot arm cavities have a length of 300
and a finesse of 500 to enhance the interaction with GWs.
the interferometer mirrors are isolated from seismic a
acoustic noise by three-layer stacks27 and double-pendulum
suspension systems28 inside vacuum chambers. The ar
cavities are available as extremely stable references for
laser frequency due to the vibration isolation ratio of ov
160 dB. The length control system is designed to operate
interferometer with high sensitivity and stability. The contr
signals are extracted by the Pound–Drever–Hall techni
and the frontal modulation scheme with 15.235 MHz pha
modulation.29 The dL1 signal is acquired by demodulatin
the photocurrent from a photodetector placed at the symm
ric port of the interferometer.

B. Laser frequency stability

The measured open-loop transfer function of theL1

servo loop is shown in Fig. 7. The control bandwidth of t
servo was approximately 20 kHz and the open-loop g
obtained was 80 dB around the observational band. These
enough to attain the required frequency stability.

Figure 8 shows the error signal spectrum of theL1

servo. The high frequency components of the relative f
quency noise spectrum estimated from the error signal
low-pass filtered by the mode cleaner cavity so that the
quency noise spectrum is less than the error signal of the
servo loop even over the control bandwidth of theL1 servo
loop. The frequency noise corresponding to the error sig
is 231026 Hz/AHz at 300 Hz. However, the real relativ
frequency stability could be limited by shot noise which m
not be reflected in the error signal because of the loop g
suppression. The laser power detected for theL1 servo loop
was about 38 mW at operation. The shot-noise level w
measured to be 531025 Hz/AHz, dominating the relative
frequency stability below 4 kHz. The bump around 30 kHz
caused by the small phase margin of the feedback loop.

The laser frequency noise generates spurious signa
the detector output through coupling with the interferome
imperfections. The CMRR of the TAMA 300 interferomete
was measured to be 37 dB, which was satisfactorily clos
the expected one of 40 dB. Accordingly, the frequency no
stabilized by this developed system posed no signific
limitation on achieving the goal sensitivity.

e
nd
ise
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of TAMA
300 with its control topology. EOM:
electro-optical modulator; FI: Farada
isolator; VCXO: voltage-controlled
crystal oscillator; Q: quadrature-phase
I: in-phase; FM: front mirror; EM: end
mirror; IM: input mirror; OM: output
mirror; and BS: beamsplitter.
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C. Long-term stability

The long-term reliability of the system was tested duri
the observation run of TAMA 300.4 The drift length between
the mirrors of the Fabry–Perot arm cavity was measured
be less than 50mm by an absolute length determination30

This confirms that the feedback path to the interferomete
not necessary to maintain stable locking of the arm cav
since the frequency change induced by the drift can be ea
compensated by the coil-magnet actuator of the m
cleaner. This avoids the contamination of thedL2 signal
with the error signal of theL1 servo loop.

A minor problem encountered was that when using
interferometer as a frequency discriminator, the state of
L1 servo loop entirely relates with the operation of the
terferometer. Thus when the interferometer fell out of lock

FIG. 7. Measured open-loop transfer function of theL1 servo loop. The
bold and dotted lines are calculated and measured open-loop transfer
tions of theL1 servo loop.
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large feedback voltage was applied to the error point of
MC servo loop and the coil-magnet actuator of the mo
cleaner, which could stop the mode cleaner coming to re
nance. To prevent this, voltage limiter circuits were added
the L1 servo circuits to maintain the stable operation of t
mode cleaner.

D. rf intensity noise

TheL1 servo loop was designed to minimize rf intensi
noise in the transmitted light of the mode cleaner. The tra
mitted light was demodulated at quadrature-phase and
phase to measure the additional rf intensity noise gener
by the feedaround technique. In TAMA 300, the photocurr

nc-

FIG. 8. Relative frequency noise spectrum of the light source~left scale!
and corresponding strain sensitivity with the CMRR of 37 dB~light scale!.
Thin, dotted, and bold lines indicate the free-running frequency noise, e
signal spectrum of the mode cleaner servo loop, and error signal spectru
the L1 servo loop. The shot noise indicated is in theL1 servo loop. The
goal sensitivity of TAMA 300 in the first observation phase is shown by
gray line.
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corresponding to the light power at the detector outpu
expected to be 30 mA when incident light of 3 W into th
main interferometer and a contrast of 99% are assumed.
measured rf intensity noise was suppressed below the s
noise level corresponding to the photocurrent of 30 mA
the observation band. The spectrum shape of the inten
noise at both demodulation phases had no significant di
ence from the spectrum reported in Ref. 12, which was
served without the feedaround technique. Thus the sys
poses no obstacle to achieving shot-noise-limited sensiti
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